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We would like to thank Wiggles 3D Incorporate for copies of 5-minute reviews Dungeon used for this review. Other than receiving copies of our review of Geeky Hobbies have not received any other compensation for this review. One of my board game fun was always the speed game. While the genre usually has little strategy and generally relies on reflexes
and odds, there is just something satisfying about game pace. While sometimes chaotic it is just fun trying to lay down four/rolls ten as quickly as possible. So when we received a copy of the 5-Minute Dungeon review from Wiggles 3D Incorporating I was intrigued because it was a cooperative speed game that seemed like it had more strategy than speed
game. After he played quite a few rounds of 5-minute Dungeon, I was told that 5-Minute Dungeon is the best speed game that I've ever played. How to Play | Review | Final Verdict | The PlaySetupTo commentsHow starts the game each player selects the hero. The player takes the bridge to four that matches the hero, shuffles it and puts it on the plot to draw
on the players' board. Players will draw a number of cards for but their starters are based on how many players there are. Players will then prepare the dungeon. Players will first face off against dungeon #1. Players randomly select enough four doors to match the number to indicate on the current dungeon card. Players add to two challenge cards by player.
These cards are shutting together and placed on the top of the corresponding slot on the boss chart. To prepare this dungenon the players need to randomly take four threshold 20 and two challenge cards per player and put them on the dungeon board. Play get a five-minute timer or download the corresponding free app. The players flip over the top four on
the dungeon board and start the clock to start the round. Playing the games games will flip over the door and challenge four one at a time to deal with each card before they are able to flip over the next four. There are basically five different types of maps that you'll encounter in the game: monster, obstacle, humans, people, mini-boss and events. To defeat
those four players will play cards. All players play together as a team and play cards at the same time (players don't take turns). Players can deal with the cards that reverse over in three different ways. The most common way to deal with the cards is to play the matching symbol cards. On each monster, obstacles, people and four mini-bosses will have some
symbols printed on the bottom of the map. The players work together to play cards in the table that match all the symbols on the card. All four played off the board to withdraw from the game for the rest of the round. To defeat this hurdle the players had to play a sword, buckets and shields of four. The second way to deal with gates and challenge cards must
be to play action cards. All four actions have a black border. When an action card is it is removed from the game for the rest of the round. Some action cards give the players a special action and some action cards are used to undo certain creatures. One player played this card in action that automatically eliminates the monster card without having to play
any other card. The final way to get rid of four doors is to use your character's special abilities. To use a character's special capabilities to be dropped three concrete maps on the Scatter section of the characters charts. When cards are argued they are not removed from the game and can be retrieved if an appropriate player action maps. If your character
ability allows you to undo a kind of certain door mapping (monster, human, obstacle) it can only be used when facing that type of enemy. All other capabilities (which do not eliminate a door card) can be used at any time. Ranger's special ability is to discard four of 3 in order to undo someone. If this player uses the special abilities they can get rid of the card
Exactly 26 Ninjas cards. If a card reverses events on players doing what the card says unless a player plays an action card that cancels the event. A map of events was reversed over. All players must pass their hands to another player unless a player plays an action card that stops the event card. When a player plays or cards argue they can immediately
refill their hand at starting size but are based on the number of players the game. If an all-time player runs out of four, they can't do anything until they get more cards. If players end up all the door with four challenges, they will face off against United's last boss. Players will have to play cards matching all the symbols on the dungeon board. If players can
match all the symbols on the board before the clock runs out, players defeat the dungeon and move on to the next dungeon. Each player takes all the cards back and everything is fixed for the players to meet the next boss. The players have successfully defeated all doors and challenges they faced. To win the game they have to play cards for all the
symbols printed on the chart is dangerous. Players can lose in three different ways: Players cannot defeat the final boss before the clock runs out. All the players ran out of four. If players become stuck in a situation where they are unable to match the symbols of a card or boss to the final. If players lose they must return to the first dungeon and try again.
Reviews have played quite a few different speed games. A lot of speed games succeed because they are fun and quick to play. Mechanics are not particularly deep but are fun to play because it is just fun trying to play cards, ten rolls, etc as quickly as possible. The problem with gaming speed though is that they are kind of deep since they have some actual
mechanics in them. All these changes with the 5-minute Dungeon kicks off why do I think it's the best speed game that I've ever played. Basically 5-Minute Dungeon starts with your basic four-speed game where you're trying to play cards as quickly as possible. A mechanical match has been added where player has to play card that contains symbols that
match the current threshold/ challenge card. This gets combined with a mechanical co-op where all of the players are playing together in order to try and defeat the dungeon. Finally each player becomes their own character who has their own batteries of cards and special ability. All these mechanics are combined into a simple game to play and again require
a lot of team work and strategy. One of my favorite types of board games are cooperative games. While it is always fun to compete against other players, I have found it more satisfying working together with the other players to beat the game. In this 5-minute consideration Dungeon does a fantastic job. There is really no way you ever go to complete any
dungeon without working with your teams. Players need to work together to get the cards right out on the table. Players need to communicate on the cards in their hands so players can quickly form a strategy to fight any routblocks the group encounters. 5-Minute Dungeon supports 2-5 players. At this point I've only played the game with four players but I
think it will work well in any environment. To compensate for fewer players the game gives players bigger hands and has fewer card challenges that players have overcome. One of the things that I was actually surprised most was not that the different characters actually have an impact on the game. The characters aren't in the game just for themed reasons.
Each character has their own strengths and weaknesses. The base game includes ten characters and a male and female version of each type of hero. Each of the ten heroes has their own special abilities that can help get the group out of a difficult situation. There are five different bridges in four corresponding to the five different sets of heroes. These
countless share a lot of the same cards but the amount of each type of card depends on the hero. Each pile has a different focus based on the color of the character. For example two yellow heroes have more card shields in the pile. Each pile also has a four special trophy action that makes each pile play slightly different. Each unique character for the team
has to decide as a group that the heroes need to succeed. I was already acid in it but one of the things that I like most about 5-Minute Dungeon is that the game is so easy to play. My opinion is that if a game doesn't have to be complex, it shouldn't be. This applies perfectly to 5-Minute Dungeon. 5-Minute Dungeon is not a complicated game and yet it is a
fantastic game because it is fun and not posted down by a bunch of unnecessary rules. I don't see any problems the game with the kids (the game has a recommended age of 8+) or those who played a lot of board games. While that might be a little overwhelming by the first speed, I think the 5-Minute Dungeon is the type of game that you can play with kids
and non-games as an introduction to game designer board.5-Minutengeon is a great game but I'll admit that's not going for everyone. The game relies heavily on speed so if you like to make decision-time decisions and don't like to be rushed; you will have problems with 5-Minute Dungeon. You really don't have much time to waste in the game since you have
to make decisions really quickly or you'll run out of time. Basically 5-Minute Dungeon is not the type of game that you want to play with those who suffer from paralysis analysis since you guarantee they lose. Basically succeed in the 5-Minute Dungeon you need to make smart decisions without wasting a lot of time thinking about what does next. Basically if
you have a card that you can play, usually you will want to play it as quick as you can. If you get stuck in a situation where you don't have the card necessary to undo a door/challenge card you have to decide quickly as a team what you're going to do to try and get out of the situation. While you can't waste your cards you may not be afraid of dropping four
since my group's biggest problem was early on wasting too much time by dropping as we should have. When it comes to board game terms I would not consider myself among the people who insist on a strong term. A good theme will always help a board game but if the gameplay is fun it doesn't really matter how good the term is.5-Minute Dungeon hasn't
worried since the term of the game is fantastic. For the most part of the game is a connoisseur taking over the dungeon property. Each player takes an adventures to try and destroy wacky creature and overcome weird obstacles. Most of the cards make fun of too much of board and video games including the invisible wall, and a very long loading screen. 5Minute Dungeon doesn't take himself seriously and that is the benefit of the game. The game theme is improved by dungeon's 5-minute element. The elements for 5-Minute Dungeon are top teeth. The cards, playing boards, and dungeon boards are of a high quality. The cards are very well designed that are critical for a speed game since you need to
quickly be able to recognize what's important on every map. The game's art work is fantastic and the cards are quite real estate especially if you like to make fun of too many gathering dungeon. The only problem with the job is that you can't really admire it while playing the game since you need to be focused on trying to play cards as quickly as possible. I
honestly would recommend taking the time to look at boarding art work when you're not rushed to play cards. For a speed card game you couldn't really ask for better components. A feature that is becoming more popular in modern board games is the use of apps to supplement the game. 5-Minute Dungeon Includes free app that is basically working as the
game clock. While the app is not necessary for the game (you could use any five-minute clock that you can pauses) I would recommend using it if you can. I wish the app was doing a little more like it mostly just works as a clock but it does a good job adding in terms of the game. The app has two narators who basically give you a funny introduction to the
round, a warning when the round is on end, and a silly saying at the end is based on whether you were successful or successful. The Narrators can be very funny that adds to the non-serious game take on a dungeon plotr.5-Minute Dungeon gets its name in the fact that each dungeon takes five minutes to complete or fail (plus some time if you use a ability
that paus the time). If you're looking for a quick 5-minute game the Dungeons will be perfect for you. Games will generally take between five to 40 minutes based on how well you perform and how long you take for breaks between rounds. I'd say most games will probably take around 15-20 minutes since you usually won't be able to beat all the dungeons. I
really love that 5-minute Dungeon works as well as a quick filler and as a longer game. If you want to just play one game you can probably finish the game in around 15 minutes. You'll likely want to play several games even if in order to try and make it further. While I liked 5-minute Dungeon, it is not quite perfect. The biggest problem with the game is what is
surprisingly difficult. The game is easy to play but hard snaps. Be prepared to fail quite a bit. 5-Minute Dungeon is not the type of game that you will beat on the first night that you play it. The more you play the best game you'll get into it so you should make it further into the game. Even when you are familiar with the game it is always a tough game when you
get the dungeons later. So far my group has only been able to make it to the third dungeon. Seeing the fourth and fifth dungeons I can say will be quite the challenge. In order to beat the final boss I think you'll have to play near a perfect game, have an experienced group with the game, and have some chances on your side. I'd guess that most of your trips
will probably end up around dungeon three or four. I see 5-Minute Dungeon as the type of game that will usually end up in defeat. While 5-Minute Dungeon is very difficult, the positive is that the game is really rewarding when you succeed. If the game were really easy it would be kind of boring since you'd just briz at it every time. The game's struggles to
make the game really strenuously as you'll win or fail in the last couple of seconds. 5-Minute Dungeon is really thrilling when you discard these last couple of winning a round just as time expires. While the earlier dungeons might not get that close after mastering the game, you almost guarantee to have a round down in the last few seconds at some point
every game. The only other small question I have with the game is the number of cards included in the base game. The number of four in every pile of players is fine but I wish there were more cards at the door and challenge the pile. While it doesn't really impact the game much, you'll regularly be using the same door and four challenges in every dungeon.
While I wish there were more cards in the game, I think this is the perfect opportunity for future expansion for the game. The final VerdictI had a blast with 5-minute Dungeon and that's why it's the best speed game I've ever played. The game does a fantastic job taking a genre that usually relies more on speed than current mechanics and creates a game with
an unusual amount of strategy. The game is easy to play and is a great co-op experience where the whole team has to work together. When a game ends you'll want to instantly start another game. The game's artwork and elements are also fantastic. Honestly there are two small issues with the game. 5-Minute Dungeon is a little on the hard side since you'll
usually fail at around the third or fourth dungeon but the game is so satisfied when you complete a dungeon. 5-Minute Dungeon could also use some expansion as the cards repeated a little too often. I liked 5-minute Dungeon and I would recommend it to most people. If your group doesn't really care for speed games it may not be for you since you need to
play quickly and don't have a lot of time to make decisions. Otherwise I would highly recommend 5-Minute Dungeon. If you like game speed in particular you will have a blast with 5-Minute Dungeon and you'll have a hard time putting it down. I know this is a game that I will regularly go back to.5 Minutes Dunstarter's run until 1st December 2016. A $5
commitment will receive you a print and play version of the game. A commitment of $26 or more will get you a physical copy of the game. For more information check out the 5-Minute Dunstarter page. Page.
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